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THE AURUM®

Legal Tender, Bullion, Commemorative & Reproduction 24k Gold Notes
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The Aurum, our flagship product, brings gold investment into the 21st century. Each Aurum bill  
contains a precise, micro-layer of 24-karat gold protected by additional layers of durable polymer. 
This technology is used to create a way to physically own gold that is flexible, durable, and easy 
to store.

The Aurum provides a truly unique opportunity to showcase custom art and designs on pure 
24-karat gold. The high sheen of gold is visible from edge-to-edge throughout each bill. The high-
quality precious metal provides a warm, lustrous backdrop against which our vibrant inks, fine 
printing, and exquisite artwork literally shine. Our design and production teams bring years of 
experience working with this unique material.

Each Aurum is created with industry-leading security features, cutting-edge technology, and 
proprietary manufacturing processes to make gold ownership secure, trustworthy, and collectible. 
Valaurum holds the worldwide exclusive license for this innovative proprietary technology, protected 
by US and international patents. 

Valaurum offers a variety of Aurum products, with new products released throughout the calendar 
year. We produce legal tender currency and certified gold products for countries, as well as 
extensive commemorative and branded products for retail companies. We work with wholesale 
and retail partners around the world.

INTRODUCING THE AURUM®
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Aurum bullion products are specifically designed to be stacked or collected in bulk. Valaurum 
releases new bullion bill designs throughout the year and frequently restocks these Aurum to meet 
the high demand from collectors and investors. 

The Aurum are printed on a single side with a unique reverse image.

To create this reverse, each Aurum is made by 
precisely depositing gold, atom by atom, onto a 
printed polyester substrate. This process produces 
a unique effect on the reverse side of our single-
sided Aurum. 

In unprinted areas the gold holds a high sheen. 
However, where gold atoms have fallen on the 
printed artwork the gold acquires a matte finish for a 
lightly embossed effect. 

This visual contrast can only be created using 
specialized deposition equipment and is a patented 
part of our production process.

UNIQUE REVERSE IMAGE

BULLION
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Legal tender Aurum are issued by various governments and are double-sided bills manufactured 
using our patented Aurum technology. Each legal tender gold note contains 1/1000 oz of 24k gold 
protected by durable, printed polymer. 

These notes are not only attractive and collectible items, but hold their own intrinsic value. Our legal 
tender releases are sold alone or with a printed, collectible folder. All legal tender bills are sold with 
a Certificate of Authenticity (COA). 

LEGAL TENDER

Our legal tender program is available packaged in a clear 

protective sleeve or in a specially designed and printed 

commemorative folder. These folders are unique to each 

release and are both an attractive and protective way to 

store these bills. 

COLLECTIBLE PACKAGING 
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Commemorative and reproduction Aurum showcase existing artwork, often historical currency or 
certificates. These classic bills create pieces that have an intrinsic value, are highly collectible, and 
have broad appeal.

COMMEMORATIVE & REPRODUCTION

GOLDBACKS®

Valaurum, Inc. is the manufacturer of Goldbacks®, the first local, voluntary currency to be made of 
spendable, physical gold. State releases include New Hampshire, Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming, 
with more releases planned this year. Each state release includes five denominations containing 
between 1/1000 - 1/20 gram of 24k gold and feature unique state-themed artwork.
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CONTACT

For retail and wholesale inquiries: sales@valaurum.com
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